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TIMING IS EVERYTHING DURING INSPECTIONS AT YARA’S FERTILIZER 
PLANT IN AMBÈS, FRANCE. YARA PERSONNEL WANTED TO TEST 
THE ELIOS 2 TO SEE IF IT COULD HELP SPEED UP THEIR INSIDE 
INSPECTIONS AND THEY WERE PLEASED WITH THE RESULTS, 
FINDING THAT THE DRONE PROVIDED CRYSTAL CLEAR IMAGES 
OF HARD-TO-REACH PLACES.
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ELIOS 2 PROVIDES IMAGES SO 
CLEAR INSPECTOR FEELS LIKE 

HE’S STANDING THERE

SAFE DRONES
FOR INACCESSIBLE PLACES
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HIGH RESOLUTION VISUAL DATA

Inspector deemed video 
resolution from Elios 2 

of high quality, providing 
visual data comparable to 
data obtained with tradi-

tional inspection methods.

OBLIQUE LIGHTING

Elios 2’s bright oblique 
lighting allowed the 

inspector to get three 
dimensional visualization 
of objects, allowing him 
to see their depth as if 

he were standing right in 
front of them.

INCREASED INSPECTIONS

Personnel believe Elios 
2 could allow for more 
frequent inspections by 
removing the need for 

scaffolding and lowering 
inspection costs.

BENEFITS IN A NUTSHELL
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INTRODUCTION

Yara is an international group that manufactures 
fertilizers.

To ensure safety and avoid accidents, Yara has 
developed a preventive maintenance strategy 
and plan for the assets they use in their fertilizer 
production.

Following this plan, the Yara plant in Ambès, France, 
located near Bordeaux, shuts down every two 
years for three full weeks in order for personnel 
to conduct in-depth inspections of all the assets 
on the site. 

During the three-week inspection period, the 

number of employees on-site at the Ambès plant 
quadruples, shooting up from its usual count of 
about 100 to as many as 450 people.

CUSTOMER NEEDS 

Once the inspection period starts, the Yara team 
works to inspect the inside and outside of every 
asset at the plant as quickly and efficiently as 
possible, including tight indoor areas that are 
very hard to reach.

The first stage of Yara’s inspection process is 
the visual inspection. By carefully reviewing all 
assets visually, inspectors can assess whether any 
corrosion, degradation, or damage has occurred 
and then decide what maintenance actions to 
take, if any. 
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There are two primary challenges the Yara team 
faces while conducting inspections during the 
shutdown period:

1) Safety. While moving quickly through inspections, 
it’s crucial for personnel to maintain safety standards 
and do everything without any accidents.

2) Speed. Because plant downtime is expensive, 
inspections must be conducted as quickly as 
possible without reducing the quality of the 
inspection.

SOLUTION

During a recent inspection period, the Yara team 
tested the Elios 2 at their Ambès plant to see 
whether it might be able to help improve the 
inspection process.

During these tests, the Elios 2 was flown in hard-to-
reach locations within assets at the Ambès plant, 
allowing inspectors to collect high quality visual 
data quickly without having to build scaffolding 
or use ropes. 

RESULTS

The tests of the Elios 2 demonstrated to the Yara 
inspector and the Yara maintenance manager on 
site at the Ambès plant that the Elios 2 could be 
used to collect visual data inside an asset instead 
of having a person collect that data.

“By looking at the screen on the remote control 
during the tests, what I saw using the drone 
was of an even quality to what I can see using 
traditional [inspection] methods. When we reviewed 
the footage on a larger screen the quality was 
impeccable. You could even zoom in to look at 
more details, and so on. For visual inspection, 
it’s perfect.”

- Vianney Amrhein, Inspection Service Manager, 
Yara France, Ambès Site

According to Yara personnel, the immediate 
benefits of using the Elios 2 to collect visual data 

instead of sending in a person would directly 
address their two primary challenges during the 
inspection period:

1) Safety. Because no inspector has to physically 
enter the asset to collect visual data, the Elios 2 
could improve safety by helping keep inspectors 
out of potentially dangerous scenarios.

2) Speed. Because no scaffolding would need to 
be built, the Elios 2 could potentially improve the 
speed of indoor inspections during the shutdown 
period.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of initial tests with the Elios 
2, Yara personnel believe they could potentially 
change their approach to maintenance for certain 
assets at their plants.

Given how quickly and easily the Elios 2 can 
capture high quality visual data, they are exploring 
the possibility of adapting preventive maintenance 
procedures, and may use the drone to gain quicker 
access to hard-to-reach places more often.
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FLYABILITY SA
AV. DE SÉVELIN 20
CH-1004 LAUSANNE
+41 21 311 55 00
SALES@FLYABILITY.COM

TIME – COSTS – SAFETY
Flyability builds safe drones for the inspection of inaccessible, confined, 
and complex places. Focusing on the Energy, Oil & Gas, Chemicals & Maritime 
industries, Flyability enables end-users to save time, costs and reduce risks 
during  visual inspections.

SHOTS TAKEN BY ELIOS 2 
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